you cant be too careful
his rank and scale, participated in the prevalent mental
perversity.   He was ready at any time to assert that the
scenery of England, the wild flowers of England, the skilled
labour of England (when not disturbed by foreign agitators)
the horsemanship and seamanship of England, the gentry of
England, the agriculture of England, the politics of England,
the graciousness and wisdom of her Royal Family, the beauty
of the Englishwomen, their incurable 'ealthiness of mind and
body, were not to be surpassed, not even to be disputed by
any other people.    For that he " stood up ", and all Morning-
side Prospect, all England, from Sir Adrian von Stahlheim
down to the dirtiest child coughing its life out in the dirtiest
slum of East London " stood up".    And all over the world,
with the sihiple substitution of whatever name the local,
community happened to possess, Homo Tewler was of the same
persuasion.
But the various British and French and American varieties
of the species were now more cock-a-hoop and contented,
because they had won the great war, than was Homo Tewler
var. TeutonicuSy who was suffering acutely in his pride and
material conditions through having lost it. He was gradually
persuading himself that he had never lost the war, but had
been cheated in some complicated way out of his victory, and
he was screwing himself up, through his schoolmasters, pro-
fessors, politicians, industrialists, romantic pederasts and out-
of-work professional soldiers, to the idea of a return match
with the great Powers that would restore and realise his dream
of world ascendency. Homo Tewler Gallicus was uncom-
fortably aware of this state of mind beyond the frontier, but
Anglicamu and Americanos thought this awareness uncharit-
able. . . .
One might go on thus describing the Tewler mentality in
terms of that masterpiece of Tewler thought, published in
1871, The Fight in Dame Europa's School^ To that period stuff,
to the same old nationalist mythology, the schoolmasters of
each successive generation put back their prey. * . .
Yet certain things did appear dimly beneath the surface
of these traditional appearances, as being novel and challeng-

